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 4 in 1 OTG Reader For Mobile Device & PC      Twinbo WG01
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Product Features
An all-in-one OTG device that satisfies all your needs
Innovative combined USB Hub for establishing intelligent
multi-directional data transmission and synchronization
Fashionable aluminum brushed finish with refined taste, makes
you the focus of everyone’s attention wherever you go
Embedded dual connectors and cables, eliminating the problem
of forgetting to bring the cable along with you
Easy transmit data between computer, memory card, and mobile device

64GB

4 in 1  X  OTG Reader
For Mobile Device & PC

 Bring out all kinds of accessories is how cumbersome and take up space. The launch of the innovative Twinbo breaks the limitation 
that conventional OTG device has only one single function. Twinbo implements the idea of living a simple life by smartly combine and 
strengthen the function of card reader, data transfer cable, charging cable, cable reel, OTG device, flash drive, etc. Not only able to satisfy 
the user of mobile device’s various needs once for all, but it can also saving time, energy and money.

 Twinbo allows you to access the data directly through your mobile device. It can a be used as PC card reader and allows the computer 
to identify between mobile device and memory card. Multi-synchronous transmission of wisdom to the data, allowing you to share data more easily.

 Twinbo has been granted the utility patent and won the 2015 Taiwan Excellence Award , the highest honor for overall domestic 
products in Taiwan. It is unique in both function and design. Aluminum brushed finish brings out its elegant texture and refined taste. It is 
lightweight and easy to carry, yet loaded with many practical functions. The embedded design of dual connectors and cables shows 
the perfection of the human factor engineering. The thoughtful design of a loop makes it easy for consumers to hang it at anywhere 
or just place it as an exquisite fashion accessory. Twinbo is definitely a boutique worthy to collect for the users of mobile devices.
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Product Specification
Twinbo WG01

USB 2.0, Micro-USB

microSD

1 year

support up to 64GB

51 x 51 x 20mm

40.4g

PC: Microsoft Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1 or higher

Mobile Device: Android 4.1 or higher and OTG supported

OTG Flash Storage Mode2

PC Card Reader Mode3 Charging Cable Mode4

1 USB Hub Mode
‧Twinbo allows the computer to identify between mobile device
    and memory card, and then transmitting data between computer,
    memory card and smartphone

‧Plug and Play, do not need to download and install the driver

‧Support micro SDXC 3.0 memory card

‧Support the memory card up to 64 GB

‧Embedded dual connectors and cables, avoid trouble of
    forget to bring the cable

‧Good cable management gets rid of problems caused by the wire

‧Mobile device will be charged when power bank or computer
    is connecting with Twinbo

‧Intelligent multi-directional data transmission and synchronization

‧Transmit data while charge your
    mobile device. It is convenience
    and save time for your work

‧Twinbo can be a flash driver for mobile device

‧Easily backup your data from mobile device to Twinbo

‧Extend mobile device’s capacity by Twinbo, solve the problem
    of insufficient space on your device
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